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Head-On CollisionbetweenTwo PressureJumps
ABDUL JABBAR ABDULLAtt

National Center Jot AtmosphericResearch,Boulder, Colorado

Conditions resulting from a head-on collision between two pressurejumps are considered.
The atmosphereis assumedto consistof two incompressiblelayers and the motion to take
place in one dimension only. In the final steady state it is found that two pressurejumps
which are weaker and slower than the original jumps emerge from the region of collision.
The processof collisionresultsin a higher rate of lossof mechanicalenergy.

INTRODUCTION

cold

It is a well-establishedfact that gravity
waves of finite amplitude may occur in the
atmosphereat a layer of inversion.Thesewaves

have been studied by a number of authors;
see, for example, Freeman [1948, 1950] and
Abdullah [1949]. A wave of elevationhas been
found to be doomedto break and propagate
like a bore. Tepper [1950a] was the first to use
the term pressurejump to designatea breaking
wave and to associate it with the formation

of

squall lines. Tepper [1950a, b] also suggested
that two pressurejumps may interact, either
by overtakingor by intersection.He suggested
that this interactionmay, in some cases,be
responsiblefor the genesisof tornadoes.

Variousmechanisms
may be ,deemed
capable
of forming two or more pressurejumps with
different motions.It has been conjectured,for
instance,that in the warm sectorof a cyclone
a pressure jump is created ahead of the cold
front when the cold front acquiresan acceleration. As mentionedby Tepper [1950a], there is
no reason to believe that

the cold front

ac-

quiresthe sameaccelerationat all its segments
or even that the samesegmentmay continuelo

front

alone.

Thus

the

warm

sector

is

usually idealized as a long channel with one
end open and the other closedby a moving
plate. We know, however, that this does not
representthe general case.The cold air ahead
of the warm

front

closes this channel at the

other end, and there is no reasonto believe
that the warm front

remains inert. It

is more

likely that it may have a motion of its own
which may create another family of disturbances that propagate backward into the warm
sector. A more general idealized analogy is
that of a channelof finite length, closedat both
ends by two moving plates. We are therefore
led to the study of the interactions between
the waves produced by the two boundaries.
Another example of special interest may be
found in closedsystemslike hurricanes.When a
surge of cold air is allowed to penetrate into
the circulation,it pushesthe air on both sides
as shown schematically in Figure 1. Two disturbancesmay be created simultaneouslyat the
layer of inversion.These two disturbancesmove
in oppositedirections relative to the basic flow,
and if they are not dissipatedrapidly they are
bound to meet and interact.

Circulation

that is

restricted to tangential motion may be divided
various segmentsacquire different motions, a into separate cylindrical rings. If one of these
pressurejump may radiate from each segment. rings is cut at the surge and openedup, it can
These jumps may intersect with each other. again be reducedto the caseof a straight chanWhen the same segment oscillates while ad- nel of finite length whose ends are closed by
vancing, jumps may be created corresponding two moving plates.
Figure 2 is a schematicrepresentationof the
to each forward motion, and successive
jumps
idealized model in both of the examples. For
may overtake one another.
In the analytical discussionof the disturb- the warm sector, the two fronts are idealized
ances of the warm sector it has been the custo two vertical plates. For the hurricane, the
tom to assumethe warm sectorto be very wide two edgesof the surge are representedby the
and to study the effects of the motion of the two vertical plates.
move

with

the

same acceleration.
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always lost. The same is true for the atmos-

pheric pressurejump [Abdullah, 1954]. This
reducesthe number of equationsat our disposal,but by making somereasonablebut arbitrary assumptionswe can reducethe number of

unknownsso that a solutionmay be obtained.
THE IDEALIZED MODEL

Let the atmospherebe composedof two incompressiblelayers. The lower layer has a

densityp and movesin the positivedirection
with a constantvelocity Uo on the horizontal
ground. Its initial thicknessis ho. The upper
layer has a density p' and rests on the lower
layer. Its free surface is at a height H, which
is assumedto be much larger than ho, so that
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a surge it may remain undisturbed at all times. Let
of cold air entering a hurricane circulation. The
inner circle representsthe eye with radius a. r is there be two very long vertical plates A and
the mean radius of some ring in the outer region B (Figure 3) which are perpendicularto the
affectedby the surge.J is the re-entrant cold air

direction

A and B are the sides of the surge where it cuts
the ring r.

these plates just touch the ground, and their
heightsare not much greater than ho.The two
plates confine between them a limited length
of the lower fluid. Originallythey may be moving with the same constant velocity of the
lower layer, Uo.
If, in addition,the subsequent
disturbedmotion is assumedindependent of the transverse
direction, and taking place in the direction
perpendicularto the two plates, the problemis

It may be surmisedthat all possiblekinds
of waves are possible according to the prescribedmotionsof the two plates, and henceall
possibleinteractionsmay result. In addition to
its theoreticalsignificance,a study of these interactions may prove to be of practical interest in the detailed explanationof somepertinent meteorologicalphenomena.In the present
communication,
however,discussion
will be confined to the case of head-on collision between

of motion

reduced to that

OX.

The

of a narrow

lower ends of

channel bounded

by two frictionlessvertical walls and containing

two pressure jumps. Such collision may be
thought of as taking place in the warm sector
when the cold front is accelerated while the
warm front is retarded. In the closed circulation of a hurricane this would occur when a

surge is introduced which pushes the air on
both sides,or when a radial sectorof the basic
flow is allowed to vibrate relative to the preexisting flow. Either of these might causeconditions similar to those describedin Figure 2.
The analogousphenomenonin gaseousflows
is that

(a)

of head-on collision between two shock

waves.This has been studiedextensivelyby a
number of authorities (see, for example,
Courant and Friedrichs [1948], Howarth
[1953], or Von Neumann [1945]). For gases,
however,it is usually assumedthat energy is
conserved.Stoker [1948] has shown that this
law doesnot hold for bores; someenergy is

(b)

l•ig. 2. Schematic representation of the idealized mechanism.AB is a straight channel closed
by the two vertical plates A and B which are
moving inward. Two humps are formed, ahead
of the plates, which will break and form the two
pressurejumps •q•and S2.
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Fig. 3. The idealizedmodel of two jumps $• and $• in a stratifiedtwo-layer incompressible
atmosphere before collision.

two layers of fluid, the two plates being immersedin the lower fluid as shownin Figure 3.

u•. Region II containsthe fluid betweenplate
B and the middle region.It has the height
At a certain instant let .4 and B be moved
and the velocity u•.. Region III, which lies in
instantaneously
to somefinal constantvelocities the middle,resultsfrom the mixing of the conu, and u•, respectively.If u• is in the nega- vergingfluids under the collidingjumps. It is
tive and u• in the positivedirection,the subse- to be expectedthat a vorticity sheet will be
quent conditionsare expectedto be as in Fig- created where the two fluids meet and where a
ure 3. The two pressureiumps S• and S•.which velocity discontinuitymay be observed.The
are formedapproacheachother with the veloci- fluids on the two sidesmay acquire different
ties q• and q•, respectively.Thesevelocitieswill transverse and vertical motions. This state of
be assumedto remain constant. The fluid par- affairs cannot last long, however. Becauseof
ticle velocitiesbehind the two jumps are u• and turbulenceand other frictional forces,and be•, respectively,and the heightsof the upper causeof the lack of differencein densities,the
two fluids are expected to mix. If transverse
surfacesof the lower layers are h• and h•_.
It is quite obviousthat when the lower fluid motion is forbidden,accordingto our original
is disturbed the upper fluid may be disturbed assumption,the mixed fluid will pile up at the
also. However, the effect of these disturbances middleregion.A final steadystate is then apon the motion of the lower fluid is neglected. proachedin which a uniform homogeneous
mass
This may be approximately realized if the results.It will be assumedthat the upper surface of this new mass is horizontal and at
pressurejumps are weak and if the height H
is muchlargerthan the heighth.
height ha and that the velocity of its particles
A description of conditions after collision is u•, which is assumedto be the sameeverycan be given qualitatively.The lower layer may where. Two new pressurejumps are formed at
be divided into three regions (see Figure 4).
the two endsof the middle region,S• and
RegionI containsthe fluid betweenplate .4 and They advancebackward into regionsI and II.
the fluid disturbed by the interaction. Here The problemis to obtain a descriptionof these
the fluid has its original height h• and velocity

lumps.
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Fig. 4. The idealized model in the final steady state after collision.$• and $• are the two
emergingjumpsrecedingfrom eachotherwith velocitiesq• and q•, respectively.
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DESCRIPTION OF A SINGLE PRESSURE JUMP

Stoker [1948] has derived the equationsdescribingconditionsat a singlebore. The œollowing is a slight extensionof his method, which
is meant

to account

œor the existence of the

upper layer in the caseof a pressurejump.
H
P'
q
Figure 5 is a schematicrepresentationof
situation in an idealizedmodel. The jump $ is
moving to the left with a constantvelocity q.
he ,• u_•.•
i u_.[,
• h,
Disturbancesin the upper layer are neglected,
so that the height H of its free surface remains
//////'"/////ao(t)//X(•)
a,•t)////////////
x
constant.The height of the interface behind the Fig. 5. Representation of a single pressurejump
jump is h• and ahead of the jump it is ho; the
advancing under an inversion.
i

I

'

'

particle velocitiesare u• and Uo,respectively.
The conditionsat the jump are two: con-

Upon following the usual method of integration (see Courant and Friedrichs [1948, p. 123]
of changeof momentum.If there is no exchange or Stoker [1948]) we get, from (1), the followof mass between the two layers, the conserva- ing conditionwhen ao(l) and a•(t) are allowed
tion of mass holds for each layer separately. to approachX(t)'

servation

of mass and conservation

of the rate

Since interest is centered around motion in the

lower layer, this law will be derived for this
layer only.
At the time I the jump may be at the point

X(l). Consider a column of the lower fluid
bounded by two vertical planes consistingof
the samefluid particles,ao(l) and a•(l), within

whichX(l) lies.The law of conservation
of mass
for this column is

phl(Ul-

q)= pho(uo- q)

Equation 2, in combinationwith equations3,
gives

phlUl(Ul- q)-

phouo(Uo-q)
-- «pg•ho•' -- •P•
• _• I•1•

ph dx - 0

(5)

where

g' = g(p-

--

(4)

p')/p

(6)

(1)

Equations 4 and 5 are the required equations
dt
The rate of change of momentum is described for the conditionsto be satisfiedby lhe lower
fluid at the jump. They are identical with the
as
correspondingrelations for bores derived by
Stoker [ 1948].
phu dx --Po dz
dt
Combining (4) and (5) gives

--

fo
hø
foPl dz 2i-

pt dz

(2)

o

612(u,--q)
602(Uo-q)

1+
(7a)
where po and p• are the pressuresat poinis (Ul- q)(Uo-q)=T
ahead of and behind the jump, respectively.
The last lerm in p' representsthe pressureforce (Ul- q)(uo-q)=•
1•--Ul • (7b)
exerted by the upper layer on •he protruding where
part of the jump.
c =
If the basic assumption of long waves is
carried here, so that the hydros(aticrelation is
These equationswill now be used for the disassumed•o hold, the following equationsare cussionof the problem under consideration.
found'

•ESCRIPTIONS OF JUMPS BEFORECOLLISION

Po-- gp(ho- z) + gp'(H-

ho)

p• - gp(hl- z)-•- gp'(H-

hi)

p' -- gp'(H -- z)

O_• z_• ho

Figure 3 is a schematic representation of
the idealized situation before collision. Because

ho _• z_• H

(•)

the jump conditions remain invariant under
translation with constant velocity, in accord-
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ance with the Galilean principle of relativity,
no loss of generality is made by assumingthe
velocity of the undisturbedfluid to be zero.
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tion 12 may thereforebe written as

v• =

All velocities are measured relative to a frame

Co i q- i q----q,•'
4q•
Co

(15)

of referencemoving with the undisturbedfluid.
Equations 14 and 15 are the required equaIn the idealized model (Figure 3) there are tions for the jump S•. The conditionsat S• may
two jumps, Sx and S•, moving toward each similarlybe found.They are
other with the velocitiesqxand q2,respectively.
The undisturbedfluid separatingthe two jumps
is at a heighthoand is at rest, so that uo -- 0.
v• = 4q•
Co
The fluids behind the jumps are at heightsh•
=
and h•, and the particles have the velocities
The
last
four equationsserve to determine
u• and % respectively.
Becauseit is normally easy to measurethe the four un•owns h•, v•, h•, and v•.
velocityof a pressurejump, it will be assumed
CONDITIONS A•ER COllISION
that q• and q• are known a priori. It is also
assumed that the conditions in the undisturbed
Figure 4 is a schematicrepresentationof lhe
regionare completelyknown. Once q•, q•, ho, conditions after collision. When a steady state
and uoare known, the other quantities,namely has been aitained, lhe fluid may be considered
h•, % h•, and u•, can be determinedfrom the in each of three separate regions.Region III
jump relations.
forms at the middle, where the original jumps

2[(

Thus, if • = 0 and if the quantity v is defined by

(s)

v--u--q

equation7b takesthe form

-- qv•- Co2
(1 -- q/v•)/ 2
The conditionsat the jump Sxare

--q•v• = Co2(1
-- q•/v•)/2

(10)

or

•2

•

-Jr-Cov,/2q, -- Co'•/2= 0

(11)

Hence

•2 )1/21

have interacted. The fluid comes to a steady

state at a height h• and pa•icle velocity
both assumedconstants.This regionis bounded

by two new jumps•

and S• whichmovewith

the constantvelocitiesq• and q•, respectively.
On lhe right, regionI has the heighth• and the
particle velocity •. On the left, region II has
lhe heighth• and the particlevelocity•. These
latter quantitiesare lhe sameas beforecollision.
It is required to determineq•, q•, h,, and
quantities which describe the two emerging
jumps completeIy.
In order to do so, we again use (4) and (7a),
with the pertinent quantities.Thus lhe following equationsdescribeconditionsat •:

=cø•
-- (1 8•q•)•/21
(12)
Equation 4 takes the form

h•v• --- --hoql

(13)

Hence

Similarly, the followingequationsdescribecon-

=
Becauseq• has been assumedto be negative,
and ho •, O, v• must be positivein order that
h• remain positive. Again, becausethe magnitude of the radical in (12) is always greater

than 1, the negativesignof the ambiguitymust
be chosen.This makes the quantity inside the
brackets negative, and hence v• positive. Equa-

ditions at S=:

h•u•-

q•) = ha(us- q•s)
c2U•-

(u•- q2a)(uaq2a)
=-• i q-

(20)
q2

U3 --

(21)
These are the four equationswhich must be
solvedsimultaneouslyfor the four unkno•s.
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where the primed quantities are dimensionless
and the subscript0 refers%othe undisturbedre-

From (18) the followingis obtained:

ua- q•a= (u• -- q•a)h•/ha

(22)

Insertionin (19) yields

h• -

gion.
Insertion of these quantities in the equations

describingconditionsat the jumps yields the
following set of equations in dimensionless
quantities,the primeshavingbeendroppedbecauseno confusionis expected.

ha)(23)
= c1•'(
-

from whichthe followingis obtained:

Conditions before collision at &:

(24)

v• = --

The negativesignof the ambiguityis admitted
because
the jump is, presumably,
forwardfa6-

1 [1 -+-(1 -+- S

4q•

Vx -- ttx --

be obtainedfrom (20) and (21):

(30)

h• = -- q•/v•

ing. SeeStoker [1948].

Similarly,the followingequationsfor $• may

]

qx

Conditions before collision at &:
I

v2=

1/2]
4q•.[1 + (1 + 8q22)

h2= --q•/v2

(31)

wherethe positivesignof the ambiguityis admitted.

Conditionsafter collisionare describedby (22),

Upon eliminationof u3 between (22) and
(25) the followingequationis obtained:

same forms after

(ha -- hl)q•3'q- h•ttl = (ha-- h2)q23
nt- h2u2'

mensionlessquantities.
Now consider the following representative

(27)
Substitution for q• and q, from (24) and
(26) resultsin the followingequationfor ho:

+
=
(2s)
Having found h• from (28), we can find q•
and q• from (24) and (26), respectively.
•owing q•oand h•, we canfind u• from (22). Equa-

(24), (25), (26), and (28), which retain the
the introduction

of the di-

numerical values for the various variables.

To = 294øK, T• = 300øK, where T is the
absolute temperature. Hence it follows from
(6) that g' = 20 cgs units. Let ho = 1.62 X
10• cm. Hence it followsfrom (9) that Co= 1.8
X 10• cm see-•. Let q• = --2.16 X 10• em
see-• and q• - + 1.98 X 103cm sec-L
The correspondingdimensionlessquantities
are, from (29), Co'-- 1, hd- 1, q[1.2, and
q/=

q- 1.1.

From (30) and (31) the followingvaluesfor
the conditions

before

v•' = 0.945,

collision are obtained:

hence

Ul! = --0.255

tion 25 serves as a check.

hi' = 1.27

v2' = --0.970,

Before computingthe results for a numerical example,and in order to put the resultsin
a more useful generalform, we introducethe
followingdimensionless
quantities:

h2=

h = h'ho

•,2' =_-+-0.13

1.135

Upon inserting these values in (28) and
setting each side of this equation to be equal
to a variable y, we can solve this equation
graphically for h/ as shown in Figure 6. The
value of h/ as read from this figure is 1.42.

u = U'Co,q= q'co, v= V'Co(29)
c• = ci'co,

hence
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Fig. 6. Graphical solution oœequation 28. The ordinate is the unknown height hg in dimensionlessunits and the abseissais a quantity y'.

Upon using this value in (24) and (26), and where a is the strength of the jump, Ah is
then in (22) and (25), we get the following the difference in height between the levels of
values for the elements after collision' q•' -fluid on the two sides,and h• is the height of
+0.965, q•' -- --1.129, and u•• -- --0.122. the lower fluid. Upon using this criterion we
These quantities describeconditionsafter col- see that the strengths of the jumps are the
lision completely.
The correspondingphysical quantities are
the following.

following.
Before collision:

0.270/1 = 0.270

Before collision'

h• = 2.06 km, u• = --4.6 m sec-•

•(S2) = 0.135/1 = 0.135

at S•
After

h2= 1.84kin, u2 = 2.34 m sec-•
After

collision'

ha :

2.3 km,

collision'

at S2
•(S•3) = 0.15/1.27 = 0.118

•(Saa) = 0.285/1.135 = 0.250

ua = --2.2 m sec-•
Thus

Velocity of S•o'

it is seen from

these values that

the

result of collisionbetweentwo pressurejumps

is two weaker jumps. This result agrees with
the analogousresult of collision between two
Velocity of Sq'
shocksin a gas. See Howarth [1954, p. 137].
Figure 7a shows the conditions before colqa3: --20.3 m sec-•
lision pertinent to the numerical values conFrom the last two quantitieswe seethat the sideredin the presentsection.Figure 7b shows
emergingjumps are slower than the original conditionsafter collision.Figure 8 is a plot of
the paths of the jumps. State 0 correspondsto
jumps.
The strength of a pressurejump is usually the nondisturbedflow. State I correspondsto
measuredby the ratio of the excessof height region I, state II to region II, and state III to
the fluid at the middle separating the two
to the smallerheight.Thus
jumps after collision.The paths of the particles
o-- Ah/h•
(32) are alsoshownin the three regions.
q13

:

17.38 m sec-•
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1.27

--

o -!

!

q•,:+l.I

u2:+0.13

q,=-1.2

u'•:-0.255

•23

Ah!2=
0.285

K2: 1.135

'--'"

u•=+0.13

h!l:1.27

"-

qz:•-1.129

q•=0.965

u'l:-0.255

u•s
- O.123
(b)

Fig. 7. (a) A plot of the numerical examplebefore collision.All quantities are in dimensionless units. (b) Conditions after collision.
ENERGY

It has been shown by Abdullah [1954] that
Stoker'sformula for the rate of lossof energy
at a bore is alsovalid for a pressurejump. Thus
the rate of lossof energyat a unit length of the
jump line is

dE

mg' (•o -- •1)3

dt-- •o 4•1•o

(33)

where m = phvand • = ph.
Upon introducingthe dimensionless
quantities
definedin (29), we seethat (33) takes the form

=
whereK -- 4/Co
2pho-- a constant.
Equation 34 may now be usedfor a comparison of the rates of losingenergyat the jumps,
before and after collision.

Substitutionof the relevant values into (35)
givesthe followingrates of lossof energy.
Before collision:

dE)=0.01850
atS1

Kd•tt)
=0.00141
at S2

Total rate before collision
-

After

0.01991

collision'

dE)=0.0029
dE)=0.0205

at k•13

at S23

Total rate after collision
--

0.0239

It is therefore seen that the two jumps
emergingafter collisionloseenergyat a greater
rate than the original jumps before collision.
If the pressurejumps are supposed
to feed on
the mechanicalenergy of the storm in which
they are imbedded,it followsthat lhe emerging
jumpsconsumeenergyfaster than the original.
Hence the storm is more quickly dissipaied
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Fig. 8. A schematicplot of the paths of the two shocksbefore collision, S• and $2, and after
collision, S•3 and S23.The paths of the particles in the three distinct regions are indicated.

when collisiontakes place between its pressure upper layer is so deep that its free surface
may remain nearly unaffected. A better apjumps.
proximation can be obtained by studying the
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTI-IER l•ENIARKS

interaction

between

disturbances

in the

two

layers. (2) The transient state resultingimmediately upon collisionhas not been discussedin
the present article. The final steady conditions
after a homogeneousfluid has been formed in
the middle region are treated. There is room
surejumpsis the emergence
of two lumps,each here for further developmentof the theory.
of which is weaker and slower than its parent

In the light of the discussionabove, it may
be inferred that atmospheric pressure jumps
may interact in an analogousway to the interaction between shock waves in gases.The
result.of a head-on collisionbetween two pres-

jump. The rate of lossof energyincreases
after
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